Beadnell Bay Club Site walk

Camping and Caravanning

Route Summary
This circular walk takes in stretches of the Northumberland coast to link the coastal towns of Beadnell Bay and
Seahouses. A series of paths and tracks cross farm fields to make a pretty addition to the outing. There are
opportunities to stop for food and drink at both Beadnell Bay and Seahouses.

Route Overview
Category: Walking
Length: 10.320 km / 6.45 mi
Last Modified: 16th November 2017
Difficulty: Medium
Rating: Unrated
Surface: Moderate
Date Published: 16th November 2017

Description

FIELD WALKING ON THE RETURN ROUTE
This pleasant circular walk links Beadnell Bay and Seahouses on the lovely Northumberland coast. There is some
road walking and some coastal walking and plenty of opportunities to get something to eat and drink at both Beadnell
Bay and Seahouses.
As well as following the coastline the route also crosses a series of pretty farm fields where you feel very remote
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despite being quite close to civilisation. If using a GPS the mileage will read 7 miles and the route should take you no
more than about 3.5 hours.
Make sure you choose a day of good clear weather to get the most from the route and take along Ordnance Survey
Explorer Map 340 Holy Island and Bamburgh to help along the way.

Waypoints
(55.55987; -1.63714)

ROUTE FROM THE START TO POINT 2
Exit Beadnell Bay Club Site to the access track and go immediately right on another track. Follow this track continuing
over grass to cross a stile in the left field corner. Follow the left edge of the next field crossing a track. Continue with a
wall on your left to bear round to the right crossing a stile in a wall. Go straight ahead, crossing the field and bearing
half right, then cross a stile by a gate, coming to a road.

(55.56438; -1.63918)

FROM POINT 2
Cross the road going left. Follow the pavement to pass a golf course entrance/sign for Seahouses. Take the second
footpath right for The Coast Path. Follow a track, going straight on when it bends left towards a sewage works.
Continue to follow posts across the golf course. At a multi-directional marker (at the golf course end) go left (The
Coast Path) continuing near the sea and passing through a kissing gate to reach the sea at Hole 14 on the course.
Follow a track above cliffs and the sea. When the surfaced track ends continue on a path past a caravan site. Cut left
continuing along the cliffs and bearing left at the other end of the caravan site. Go right past houses and then bear left
on a road into Seahouses. Curve right around the harbour to reach the booking kiosks for the boat trips.

(55.58287; -1.65295)

ROUTE FROM POINT 3
Ben round to the left and ascend to a junction in Seahouses. Go left crossing the road before a roundabout. Follow a
‘Coast Path’ sign taking a lane to the right past The Tourist Information Centre. At the lane's end pass through the
coach park taking a path in the bottom right corner (signposted Heritage Walk). Follow the track to the end to pass
through a gate to the road.
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THE TRACK FROM THE COACH PARK

(55.58290; -1.65342)

ROUTE FROM POINT 3

SEAHOUSES HARBOUR
Curve left rising to a junction in Seahouses. Go left crossing the road right before a roundabout. Follow ‘The Coast
Path’ sign taking a lane right past The Tourist Information Centre. At the lane end pass through a coach park taking a
path in the bottom right corner (Signposted ‘Heritage Walk’). Follow the track to to the end to pass through a gate to a
road.

(55.57786; -1.66798)
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THE ROUTE FROM POINT 4
Go left down the road then bear right. Go left at the road end then go immediately right down South Lane. Shortly,
you'll go left on a bridleway. Follow a track, then turn right through a gate before a stone barn. Continue down the right
side of the field passing through a gate. Follow the right side of the next field. At the field end and corner bear to the
left crossing a stile. Go straight on up the meadow crossing a stile. Follow the path and telegraph poles over the field.
At the field end pass through a gate/gap. Cross a field, then cut half left through a kissing gate to a bridge.

CROSSING THE FIELDS

NEAR THE BRIDGE

(55.56789; -1.65447)

ROUTE FROM POINT 5
Pass through a gate, cross the bridge and go right down the next field. At the far right corner cross a stile. Go left
through trees. Pass through a gate to a drive. Go left then immediately right through gates. Follow the side of the field
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going right through a gate after a while. Go left continuing by a wall to cross a stile. Cross a field crossing a stile.
Cross the next field crossing a stile left of a high wall. Follow the line of the wall over the field to cross a stile, pass
through trees and cross another stile to a road. Cross carefully, go right taking the next turning left. When the road
bends left at a pub go right. At a ‘T’ junction go left then right taking a footpath for Beadnell Harbour. When the road
bends left go straight on through two gates to cross a field picking up a fence on the left. Continue through a kissing
gate to a road on a caravan site. Go left continuing past a barrier back to pass a car park on the right.

SHORTLY AFTER THE BRIDGE
Continue to the road's end and go left. Continue by the sea following the road to its end at a junction. Cross the road
carefully going right. Shortly go left through a gate. Follow a footpath and then a track to the entrance to Beadnell Bay
Club Site and head back to your tent or caravan.

BEADNELL BAY
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